



Enrichment and Cultural Capital @LEYA during the COVID 19 pandemic 

Introduction 

We as practitioners have never worked in during a pandemic before, it is new uncharted territory and we can 
only do our best.


This is universal .This is complex. 
This is stressful and challenging 

And we are adults.


Let’s think about children in this situation. We often hear “children are resilient” they are often considered  to 
adapt easily to changes , to “get on with it”. However it is well documented that psychological issues in 
adulthood relate directly to experiences during childhood; Trauma , anxiety, bullying, neglect and deprivation 
have a lasting impact and affect a persons - Economic, Mental and Physical health


Whatever we are feeling and managing in our lives right now as adults is also being experienced by our 
preschool children. Albeit in a different way.


“The use of enriched environments early in development is 
believed to be particularly effective during critical or sensitive 

periods, when brain plasticity is especially influenced by 
experience.” 

Natalie J. Ball,


https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Ball%20NJ%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=30894830
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Ball%20NJ%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=30894830


A focus on Cultural Capital and Enrichment 
The LEYA strongly values the creative processes and free choice to self select experiences as 
research tells us this empowers children to be an expert, have a talent, be engaged , achieve , 
win and have the opportunity to succeed. We always celebrate this as we understand the worth 
of celebrating children’s progress and achievements.


Following lockdown we gathered information from parents and carers in a questionnaire format. 
We found that in our setting alone we have numbers of children who


-live in overcrowded conditions 
-Have had minimal interaction with family or friends 
-have had no access outdoor space at home 
-Live with parents who suffer with their mental health. 

We have no idea of the long term impacts of pandemic induced parental anxiety and mental 
health issues on our preschool children.


The deprivation for some children is now deeper , more impacting and detrimental. We need to 
identify and address the needs of our group and offer the therapeutic mediums that cultural 
capital activities provide.


In practical terms- what does this mean and how do we do it? 

Actions 

1. Value and encourage schematic play - Especially noticeable in toddlers and two year olds. Theorist Piaget noted that by readily 
engaging in schema play helped children progress through the stages of development.   

• Connecting  



Train tracks, building towers, lego, blocks, sticking with tape, threading, collage and junk models  - anything that can be physically connected  and 
disconnected - this is why such joy is found in knocking things down 


• Orientation 
Seeing things from a different view point , being upside down, laying down on their side, being up high, walking on a wall, gymnastics. 


• Transporting 
Moving / transporting things around.  buggies, trollys, walkers, carrying, watering flowers, 


• Trajectory 
Swinging , throwing, dropping things from a height , watching things that sway from side to side, blowing bubbles, playing catch and making paper 
airplanes 


• Positioning 
Arranging, ordering, lining up, patterns, tidying up, placing shells, pebbles and other objects.


• Enveloping 
Making dens, putting things inside something - like a Russian doll, wrapping 
up babies in blankets, creating little homes for toys, filling up bags or boxes 


• Enclosing 
Creating boundaries - drawing circles around some marks, drawing faces, 
covering a drawing with scribbles or painting over it, hiding things, fencing 
around a model, baby in a buggy or bed, wrapping presents, playing nurses 
with bandages and putting paper in envelopes. 


• Rotation 
Using a screwdriver, wheeled toys, turning keys, rolling a tyre, watching a 
swirling motion - maybe a flag or washing machine 


Actions 

We urgently need , more climbing equipment , more outdoor transportation 
resources- buckets, trolleys. Things that spin and a swing , opportunities to 
throw , aim and roll. Resources to enclose and envelope- dens, blankets, 
envelopes. 

We need to observe the children and identify their personal schemas - this 
will help with behaviour management and engagement. 




2. Embed the care and feeding of the chickens into our everyday routine - 

Action-


Small groups every day access the chicken area and join in with the basic day to day care of the animals . To 
ensure all children have an opportunity to care for the chickens by using their observation week. 


3. More ART / CREATIVE OPPORTUNITIES EVERYWHERE - indoors outdoors- textures and loose parts . 
It’s the process not the results 

Action- overhaul the art area and its resources. Role model how we use the area by being in the area using the 
equipment and showing and supporting children develop their own ideas . Setting up outdoor provision daily 
with enhancements - buckets and brushes, water play, tidy mud kitchen etc 


4. Music- listening to music, playing instruments, experimenting with sounds , singing , dancing and 
rhythm! 

Action- to have low level background music on all the time. To ensure we are introducing children to global sounds from a range of cultures. Make 
instruments. Film children dancing and play it back to the group. To get a projector and projector 
screen to share and relive the experiences. Use rhythms and body percussion regularly to engage 
and capture the Childrens attention. 


5. Workshop style areas - seeing practitioners in the areas working, making and creating. This 
could be cooking food, sewing and textiles, sculpting with clay, gardening and maintaining. 
letting children observe, join in and have a go. 

Action - In order to make this work we may need more rotas- for example for a practitioner to 
develop an art project successfully without constant disruption we may need to designate one person 
who is responsible for the toileting and snack that day. Team to meet and discuss how to make this 
successful. 




6. Spanish - to learn Spanish words hear Spanish stories and music 

Action- to have a 6 week program for this leading up to Xmas. Story CDs, music Cds, DVD, regularly using Spanish words to describe and refer to 
the areas of the setting and rhythms of the day. 


7. Food and food banks -  

we know that if children’s basic needs are not met they may find it more 
difficult to engage and learn. See diagram  

Action- to call for food bank donations , regularly share surplus milk with 
families, healthy and nutritious snack. To seek external funding  to create 
hampers for children who receive `pupil Premium and / or deprivation uplift 
payments . Hampers to be sent home in the holidays and if a child is isolating 
due to coronavirus. 


Festivals and Futures 
To celebrate the cultures and heritage of the preschool community. To engage families with sharing their cultures with the community through 
videoing at home for us to share with the children while they are at preschool. . 




For example, making Yorkshire puddings, Chinese food, celebrating Diwali, Eid, Xmas etc Marking important campaigns for example Black History 
month and embedding these into our provision by enhancing the room with interesting and inspiring artefacts, pictures, food and resources. 


Lots to think about ! 





“the pandemic is exacerbating the disparities in educational opportunities available for children to develop new skills. While children of higher 
socio-economic means often benefit from enrichment programs, these opportunities are unfortunately not available to every child.” 

(Catarina Vales)
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